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up and make my presence felt, I'll be shoved oil in the corner ev-
ery time? Believe me, business is no cinch. And you have to yell
around her family and mine if you expect to be heard!
I want you to help me straighten out this mess with Jill. This time
Tm afraid she really will go ahead and stick with the divorce, Tell
me how to get my wife and children back. I'll do anything you sug-
gest—whether it's reasonable or not. All Jill and I need is to get our
relatives off our necks and to be by ourselves.
Neither of the young Lesters had a happy childhood home to re-
member or happy childhood experiences. As a result they were not
emotionally prepared to defend their own home and love against
outside attack. Both their families had interfered outrageously in
their marriage, with Jill's mother as the chief offender. She had ac-
tually told Jill how often and when to grant Bob his marital rights
and checked up by telephone. Few young couples could have got
along smoothly tinder such conditions.
Nevertheless, Bob's and Jill's own personality difficulties compli-
cated their problems. Like so many of the couples we see, these
young people had no course by which to guide themselves. They
knew nothing of life and marriage, nothing about each other or
their own natures. Bob was disconcerted when we proved to him
by his own words and actions that he was as dominating as his
mother-in-law. In addition to his bossiness he was intensely critical
of the shortcomings of others—a typical symptom of insecurity and
weakness. When Jill reacted to his cutting criticism by withdrawing
her love and attention, he became even more insecure, and hence
more critical. Neither he nor Jill realized their quarrels were in-
evitable unless they changed their attitudes.
It was not Bob's right as a husband to tell Jill how to choose her
clothes and wear her hair, to show her how to cook and clean, to
criticize and superintend her every act, any more than it was her
mother's right. Bob was endeavoring to prop his own faltering ego
at his wife's expense. He had a bad case of small-man trouble,

